
of Education, there are currently 238 “College Promise” programs, state and local, in the United States that 
aim to offset the costs of college.4 A proposal that originated in New York, called the “Excelsior Scholarship,” 
applies to students with family earnings under $100,000 with that figure rising to $125,000 by 2019. The 

New York Legislature funded the program with $163 million spread over a three year period.  It does not 
appear to have a dedicated funding stream past the initial three-year introductory period.5

The Excelsior Scholarship, like many state-led tuition reduction initiatives, acts as a “last-dollar” scholarship 
that only covers what the New York State Tuition Assistance Program and Federal Pell Grants do not cover. It 
is important to note that it only covers tuition and does not cover the other components of a college educa-
tion such as mandatory fees and housing costs, something we know also contributes to students dropping 
out and taking on too much debt. 

The program aims to make sure that the state recoups its money in the long-term by committing recipients to 
live and work in the state for the same amount of time that the student received aid. For example, if the 
student received aid for four years of education, that student would be required to live and work in New York 
State for four years or else the scholarship would be converted to a loan. This provision creates a number of 
economic problems. No detailed process for monitoring student movement and later recovering costs 
(post-college) has been offered. The state did not attempt to produce a formal analysis of ROI and did not 
analyze the effort as a part of building their overall economy. This makes it difficult to measure the economic 
benefits of such a program.

Smaller scale examples also exist. Several states have implemented tuition-reduction programs over the past 
four years, in both traditionally Democrat and Republican regions. “Tennessee’s Promise” was introduced by 
Republican Governor Bill Haslam in 2014.6  The proposal called for two years of community or technical 
college education to be free to graduating high school seniors in the state. The program utilizes state lottery 
reserve funds to create an endowment to cover tuition and fees. 

Like New York’s Excelsior Scholarship, Tennessee’s Promise is a last-dollar scholarship that covers tuition and 
mandatory fees not covered by the Pell Grant, the HOPE Scholarship, or the Tennessee Student Assistance 
Award. The program is very limited though, with a cost to the state of $12 million in the first year. The state 
has since increased the program to include adults, with costs increasing by $10 million per year. However, 
efficacy for students has been called in to question as large numbers of students still do not complete their 

Additional state-led programs include “Oregon Promise” for community college students at a cost of $10.9 
million in the first year; the “Rhode Island Promise Scholarship” for Rhode Island community college students 
at a cost of $2.8 million in the first year; the City College of San Francisco’s tuition-free plan to support 
28,000 students via the city increasing a real estate transfer tax on luxury properties, at a cost of $5.4 million 
over the first two years; and programs in Arkansas, South Dakota, and Minnesota that make tuition free for 
students studying in high-demand fields such as computer science and welding.  

Results for these programs have been mixed. Some students are not ready for the college experience and 
drop out or they complete their program only to be limited from having trained for one job that is later auto-

mated or obsolete. Some analysis shows two-year “promise” programs track low-income students out of 
four-year degree programs. Strong evaluations and diversity in preparedness must accompany the funding. 
Subsidies by themselves are not the answer for students or employers. 
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EDITOR’S NOTE

This paper is the first in a series exploring topics relevant to expanding Arizona’s footprint 

as a destination state for employers, innovators, and entrepreneurs. We will detail our sub-

stantial assets as a technology and innovation hub and explore the linchpin to this success: 

talent. We start here with a look at the idea of free or nearly-free tuition, an idea receiving 

much attention around the country, but, as you will get a sense of here, light so far on Return 

on Investment for states, workforce needs and students. From here we will build out more 

refined approaches to workforce development; learn from this country’s top innovators why 

Arizona is a top destination for tech companies and workers alike; and illuminate a path to 

Tier I Tech State status.
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The idea of expanding access to an affordable college education has 
become more prominent in American politics. Combined with rising costs 
at most institutions, there have been several national and state level initia-
tives for public college and university reform to reduce or eliminate tuition 
costs and student debt.

This paper examines the economic and public policy implications of 
providing subsidized community college and university tuition in Arizona 
beyond what our state and federal government currently provide. 

It is important to note that there are two primary considerations to the 
eliminated or reduced tuition payment: 

In what form is the tuition free for students - grants, forgivable 
loans, etc.? 

How do institutions cover cost when tuition income does not 
come from students? 

1. 

 

2. 

Student tuition, for example, can be reduced or waived for some or for all; 
or states could provide partial or full loan forgiveness for students who 
remain in the region after graduation. Then, how are higher education 
institutions reimbursed? After all, “free” tuition is not free. Payment could 
include reallocating existing tax revenue to more fully cover costs, or by 
raising taxes. Ideally, all of these proposals would be dependent on newly 
induced economic growth that offsets up-front program costs to taxpay-
ers.

Arizona’s universities receive over $2.2 billion each year from tuition and 
fees. Furthermore, the state’s community college system collects $400 
million annually in tuition. If a “free college” model was implemented in 
Arizona, more than $2.6 billion in additional state costs would need to be 
offset by an equivalent increase in taxes. This represents approximately 
one quarter of the state’s entire General Fund budget. 

For perspective, the state sales tax rate would need to be raised by 50 percent to produce enough revenue 
to offset the cost of a “free college” model being implemented in Arizona. Or, the income tax rates for both 
individuals and corporations would need to increase by a similar 50 percent. However, the gains from such 
a proposal would be limited, while the negative effects associated with the extreme tax increases would be 
devastating to the economy. This would include job losses and weaker overall economic growth.  

Other more responsible options do exist for improving the higher education infrastructure in Arizona that 
are targeted and designed with measurable goals. The following research identifies what to look for when 
designing an efficient and responsible higher education plan.

Ultimately, the evaluation for tuition subsidies in Arizona must be grounded in the conditions specific to the 
state, the conditions of our workforce and the needs of our students. Arizona’s tuition and debt profiles 
differ considerably from other institutions across the country. Nominal costs, debt, and loan default are 
lower for Arizona students on average, with various waiver and loan forgiveness programs already in place.

As part of this analysis, large scale tuition subsidy proposals were reviewed in the context of how the broad-
er economy functions. Many things influence economic growth, which in turn supports individual prosperity.  
As such, no single variable should be considered in isolation. The review includes a current competitive 
assessment via interviews with economic developers and a Return on Investment calculation. This assess-
ment concludes the following:
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remain in the region after graduation. Then, how are higher education 
institutions reimbursed? After all, “free” tuition is not free. Payment could 
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raising taxes. Ideally, all of these proposals would be dependent on newly 
induced economic growth that offsets up-front program costs to taxpay-
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are targeted and designed with measurable goals. The following research identifies what to look for when 
designing an efficient and responsible higher education plan.

Ultimately, the evaluation for tuition subsidies in Arizona must be grounded in the conditions specific to the 
state, the conditions of our workforce and the needs of our students. Arizona’s tuition and debt profiles 
differ considerably from other institutions across the country. Nominal costs, debt, and loan default are 
lower for Arizona students on average, with various waiver and loan forgiveness programs already in place.

As part of this analysis, large scale tuition subsidy proposals were reviewed in the context of how the broad-
er economy functions. Many things influence economic growth, which in turn supports individual prosperity.  
As such, no single variable should be considered in isolation. The review includes a current competitive 
assessment via interviews with economic developers and a Return on Investment calculation. This assess-
ment concludes the following:

Changes in public policy related to tuition costs will be more likely to produce a positive econom-
ic return if designed as part of a broader-based, higher education package. This could include 
changes to state versus student cost-sharing ratios and enhancement of the linkage between 
higher education and workforce development efforts. 

Tuition policies need to be focused on achieving measurable outcomes. Generic proposals simply 
to cover the full cost of tuition will be costly and inefficient. Any university or community college 
investment project should be designed and evaluated as part of a broader economic develop-
ment vision for jobs and the workforce.

It is clear the state’s higher education infrastructure is a core component to building the econo-
my and should be adequately supported. However, redirecting limited resources from the 
system’s more strategic programs for use on a free tuition program will not yield economic bene-
fits. 
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THE BROADER CONCEPT 
OF GROWING THE ECONOMY

There are basic facts to consider when reviewing how a public policy change will impact the economy and 
its ability to grow. The first is that many things influence economic growth, and finding the right balance will 
maximize productivity, profits, incomes, tax revenues, and overall quality of life.
  

The same rules apply when examining access to higher education and the associated costs. Higher educa-
tion is indeed a key component of building an economy, but it is one of many. Tax rates need to be competi-
tive, the regulatory environment needs to be efficient, infrastructure (roads, communications, utilities) needs 
to be built and maintained, economic development programs need to be managed responsibly, and govern-
ment budgets need to be balanced, among many other factors. 

Each of these factors competes for limited government resources. Over-subsidizing any one area, including 
college tuition, could result in additional economic growth if nothing else mattered. But in reality, many 
things matter. An additional dollar spent on tuition subsidies will result in a dollar less being spent on other 
important economic factors. This is the opportunity cost of public investment. The existence of limited 
resources means that any tuition subsidy proposal needs to be weighed against other areas of investment 
in the economy. 

The review herein was both qualitative and quantitative. The qualitative tuition subsidy review includes 
research into the extent that college tuition rates have become a problem in large business recruitment and 
expansion, or that small business creation and entrepreneurial development have been negatively impacted. 
This also includes a review of student debt levels.
 

The quantitative review considers the concept of Return on Investment (ROI) and the extent to which a 
change in public policy will produce a positive return for taxpayers. This allows for a more efficient compari-
son of various government programs. The ROI of any investment category will vary based on the current 
level of competitiveness. If one of the key factors to economic well-being receives too little investment, 
additional expenditures will have a greater impact. If the factor is already receiving too much investment, 
then additional subsidies will have very limited impact.
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Thus, large scale tuition subsidy proposals should be reviewed in the context of how the broader economy 
functions, include a current competitive assessment, and be accompanied by some form of ROI calcula-
tion. Current resources should first be analyzed and redirected, when possible, to more efficient programs 
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State Proposals

State level examples share similar weaknesses. According to the University of Pennsylvania Graduate School 
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aim to offset the costs of college.4 A proposal that originated in New York, called the “Excelsior Scholarship,” 
applies to students with family earnings under $100,000 with that figure rising to $125,000 by 2019. The 
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National Proposals

EXAMPLES OF RECENT 
TUITION-SUBSIDY PROPOSALS

Perhaps the most well known proposal requiring federal participation is Senator Bernie Sanders’ “College 
for All Act.” Senator Sanders advocated for eliminating undergraduate tuition at every public college and 
university in the United States, primarily to reduce student debt and ensure more students could enter 
college.1 The Senator’s staff distributed a figure of $70 billion as the cost of tuition at public colleges and 
universities in America. The Act would see the federal government cover $47 billion of that price tag with 
individual states covering the remaining $23 billion to eliminate undergraduate tuition at each respective 
public institution.2 Requirements would be put in place to ensure compliance from each of the states that 
would receive a portion of the funding.

The proposal would be funded by a speculation tax imposed on investment houses, hedge funds, and other 
traders. Advocates assert the fees could raise in excess of “hundreds of billions (of dollars) a year.” This plan 
shares many similarities with Representative Keith Ellison’s (D-MN) “Inclusive Prosperity Act.”3 That measure 
would add an estimated $300 billion in annual revenue.

In order to implement this free tuition concept for Arizona, the state would need assistance from the federal 
government, stock exchanges, and other entities to ensure that tax revenues could be collected. Estimating 
the fiscal impact of this tax is instrumental in determining whether this policy should be pursued at the state 
level.  A very rough baseline estimate of local collections may be possible using local economic statistics as 
a percentage of national values, but the margin of error would be large and would produce fund manage-
ment problems that would seriously undermine the reliability of this program.

When determining feasibility, one must first look at the government agency’s ability to impose a tax and to 
prevent evasion. This evaluation did not occur for these national proposals, nor does there appear to be any 
flexibility or backup plan for students or states when revenues are not sufficient. There was also no evalua-
tion regarding management costs, or the extent to which behavior might change related to financial transac-
tions, thus reducing estimated revenues.

New York Legislature funded the program with $163 million spread over a three year period.  It does not 
appear to have a dedicated funding stream past the initial three-year introductory period.5

The Excelsior Scholarship, like many state-led tuition reduction initiatives, acts as a “last-dollar” scholarship 
that only covers what the New York State Tuition Assistance Program and Federal Pell Grants do not cover. It 
is important to note that it only covers tuition and does not cover the other components of a college educa-
tion such as mandatory fees and housing costs, something we know also contributes to students dropping 
out and taking on too much debt. 

The program aims to make sure that the state recoups its money in the long-term by committing recipients to 
live and work in the state for the same amount of time that the student received aid. For example, if the 
student received aid for four years of education, that student would be required to live and work in New York 
State for four years or else the scholarship would be converted to a loan. This provision creates a number of 
economic problems. No detailed process for monitoring student movement and later recovering costs 
(post-college) has been offered. The state did not attempt to produce a formal analysis of ROI and did not 
analyze the effort as a part of building their overall economy. This makes it difficult to measure the economic 
benefits of such a program.

Smaller scale examples also exist. Several states have implemented tuition-reduction programs over the past 
four years, in both traditionally Democrat and Republican regions. “Tennessee’s Promise” was introduced by 
Republican Governor Bill Haslam in 2014.6  The proposal called for two years of community or technical 
college education to be free to graduating high school seniors in the state. The program utilizes state lottery 
reserve funds to create an endowment to cover tuition and fees. 

Like New York’s Excelsior Scholarship, Tennessee’s Promise is a last-dollar scholarship that covers tuition and 
mandatory fees not covered by the Pell Grant, the HOPE Scholarship, or the Tennessee Student Assistance 
Award. The program is very limited though, with a cost to the state of $12 million in the first year. The state 
has since increased the program to include adults, with costs increasing by $10 million per year. However, 
efficacy for students has been called in to question as large numbers of students still do not complete their 

Additional state-led programs include “Oregon Promise” for community college students at a cost of $10.9 
million in the first year; the “Rhode Island Promise Scholarship” for Rhode Island community college students 
at a cost of $2.8 million in the first year; the City College of San Francisco’s tuition-free plan to support 
28,000 students via the city increasing a real estate transfer tax on luxury properties, at a cost of $5.4 million 
over the first two years; and programs in Arkansas, South Dakota, and Minnesota that make tuition free for 
students studying in high-demand fields such as computer science and welding.  

Results for these programs have been mixed. Some students are not ready for the college experience and 
drop out or they complete their program only to be limited from having trained for one job that is later auto-

mated or obsolete. Some analysis shows two-year “promise” programs track low-income students out of 
four-year degree programs. Strong evaluations and diversity in preparedness must accompany the funding. 
Subsidies by themselves are not the answer for students or employers. 
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The national and state proposal concepts have begun to arise in the Arizona public policy dialogue. The 
argument is that rising tuition costs have made public higher education inaccessible and that college loan 
debt has reached an all-time high. While these challenges are somewhat true throughout the country, in 
considering actual data, Arizona has fared better.10  

Something commonly overlooked is the difference between the “nominal” cost of and the “effective” cost of 
post-secondary education. In other words, what is the tuition rate (nominal tuition) and what is the tuition 
actually paid by students (effective tuition). Effective tuition is calculated by applying aid that does not need 
to be repaid. Availability of financial aid, changes in university strategies, and substantial enrollments in both 
resident and non-resident students has kept effective in-state tuition costs down for Arizona in-state 
students. 
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Effective Tuition Rates

ANNUAL RATE

ASU

UA

NAU

ALL

$3,941

$3,495

$2,985

$3,578

$3,816

$5,137

$3,091

$4,054

-0.63%

9.40%

0.71%

2.66%

2012-13 2016-17

Nominal Tuition Rates

ANNUAL RATE

ASU

UA

NAU

ALL

$9,720

$10,035

$9,271

$9,718

$10,640

$11,769

$10,764

$10,962

1.89%

3.46%

3.22%

2.56%

Sources: Arizona Board of Regents Financial Aid Reports 

(FY201311 and FY201712)
Sources: Arizona Board of Regents Financial Aid Reports 

(FY201313 and FY201714)

Smaller scale and targeted programs may offer the lowest levels of risk to states, and also the best opportu-
nities for a positive ROI. However, a business case must be established before the political discussions 
begin. Smaller scale tuition programs can also be developed as a joint venture between the local govern-
ment and private sector entities. 

ARIZONA’S UNIVERSITIES AND 
COMMUNITY COLLEGES: TUITION AND DEBT

University Tuition and Debt Landscape 
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mated or obsolete. Some analysis shows two-year “promise” programs track low-income students out of 
four-year degree programs. Strong evaluations and diversity in preparedness must accompany the funding. 
Subsidies by themselves are not the answer for students or employers. 
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Future economic activity will be dampened as students use the first portion of their future paychecks to 
cover student debt as opposed to spending on current goods and services. On the other hand, the additional 
education that is the source of the debt may allows the individuals to work in more productive fields and 
receive larger paychecks. In reality, there needs to be a balance to achieve a positive return on investment 
for the individual and the taxpayer.

In Arizona, more than half of students took on debt to finance their schooling; however, the average debt 
load is well below the national average. Arizona is ranked third for the least amount of debt per graduate.17   
Even though Arizonans have been incurring additional student debt, more than 42 percent of Arizona’s 
undergraduates completed their education without debt in 2017.18
  

In FY 2015, approximately 91 percent of students enrolled at an Arizona university received some form of 
financial aid. Financial aid can be in the form of loans that must be repaid, or in the form of “gift aid” that 
does not have to be repaid. Of the 91 percent receiving some form of financial aid, nearly 100,000, or 71 
percent, received gift aid.15 Gift aid is awarded based on need or merit as scholarships or grants. In 2017, 
student tuition costs and average costs after gift aid for residents at Arizona’s universities were at least a 
third of full tuition.

Despite the differences between nominal tuition and final cost, many students must still access loans. 
Student debt concerns are not unique to Arizona, but are a concern throughout the nation.  Nationally,  the 
debt related to student loans has reached an all-time high at $1.4 trillion.16
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(post-college) has been offered. The state did not attempt to produce a formal analysis of ROI and did not 
analyze the effort as a part of building their overall economy. This makes it difficult to measure the economic 
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Republican Governor Bill Haslam in 2014.6  The proposal called for two years of community or technical 
college education to be free to graduating high school seniors in the state. The program utilizes state lottery 
reserve funds to create an endowment to cover tuition and fees. 

Like New York’s Excelsior Scholarship, Tennessee’s Promise is a last-dollar scholarship that covers tuition and 
mandatory fees not covered by the Pell Grant, the HOPE Scholarship, or the Tennessee Student Assistance 
Award. The program is very limited though, with a cost to the state of $12 million in the first year. The state 
has since increased the program to include adults, with costs increasing by $10 million per year. However, 
efficacy for students has been called in to question as large numbers of students still do not complete their 

Additional state-led programs include “Oregon Promise” for community college students at a cost of $10.9 
million in the first year; the “Rhode Island Promise Scholarship” for Rhode Island community college students 
at a cost of $2.8 million in the first year; the City College of San Francisco’s tuition-free plan to support 
28,000 students via the city increasing a real estate transfer tax on luxury properties, at a cost of $5.4 million 
over the first two years; and programs in Arkansas, South Dakota, and Minnesota that make tuition free for 
students studying in high-demand fields such as computer science and welding.  

Results for these programs have been mixed. Some students are not ready for the college experience and 
drop out or they complete their program only to be limited from having trained for one job that is later auto-

mated or obsolete. Some analysis shows two-year “promise” programs track low-income students out of 
four-year degree programs. Strong evaluations and diversity in preparedness must accompany the funding. 
Subsidies by themselves are not the answer for students or employers. 



Arizona public university students also default on loans at a significantly lower rate than their peers across 
the country. With approximately 11.5 percent of federal student loan borrowers in default, Arizona’s figures 
of 6.8 percent at Arizona State University, 7.3 percent at Northern Arizona University, and 6.7 percent at the 
University of Arizona demonstrate that the universities are excelling in this regard. The default rate of 
students and alumni associated with Arizona’s public universities is also significantly lower than the default 
rate associated with federal loan borrowers at Arizona for-profit and two-year institutions.23  
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Average Debt for Arizona Resident Undergraduate Students

Sources: Arizona Board of Regents Financial Aid Reports 

(FY201319 and FY201720); College Board21,22

2012-13 2016-17 PERCENT CHANGE

ASU
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$21,944
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$22,412
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$21,781

$22,211

5.3%

5.5%

-0.009%

AZ Universities

National Public

$21,668

$25,600

$22,367

$27,000

3.2%

5.5%
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Nearly 90 percent of NAU students received financial aid in 2017, equaling 65 percent of the total 
financial need.

Since 2011, the percentage of NAU students taking out loans has declined 3.7 percentage points 
while the amount of gift aid that NAU has provided to those students increased by 6.3 percentage 
points. 

NORTHERN ARIZONA UNIVERSITY

Nearly 61 percent of resident freshmen received need- or merit-based aid.

Approximately 58.3 percent of resident undergraduates took on loans to pay for their education, and 
the average debt at graduation was $22,547.

In FY 2017, 55 percent of undergraduate resident students paid less than $5,000.24 
 

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA

The following offers a brief summary for each university regarding tuiton and student aid: 

Nearly 80 percent of the university’s resident undergraduate population received some form of gift aid.

Approximately 40 percent of ASU students graduate without any student loan debt.

. 

 

ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY
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Community College Tuition and Debt Landscape

Arizona’s community colleges remain affordable for most residents, with the weighted average cost per 
credit hour at $85 and a weighted average annual cost of $2,547.25 This base rate is well below national 
averages. Additionally, most of the systems offer various support to help students get through school such 
as Head Start child care, dental clinics, and small class sizes.26   

Adding to the affordability and completion benefits of the Arizona system is a strong community 
college-to-university matriculation agreement. This makes it possible to complete two years of a four-year 
degree at the more affordable community colleges. 

The typical student at a community college is older than a traditional student at a four-year university and 
is generally from a lower socioeconomic background with more responsibilities, thus making it more difficult 
to respond to life’s challenges.27  

Although the annual cost is not excessive, many community college students still struggle with debt and the 
non-tuition related costs that lead to more borrowing. Exacerbating this scenario are the large number of 
students who drop out before completing the degree or training that would help them afford their loan pay-
ments. 

The community college system in Arizona is a vital component of the state’s workforce development. With 
the ability to implement new programs quickly, the state has provided aid to these insitutions to assist with 
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics programs; as well as Workforce Programs. With Marico-
pa and Pima excluded, Arizona community colleges are expected to receive $48.3 million in state aid. Help-
ing to offset the lack of state aid, Arizona’s Joint Legislative Budget Committee estimated that Maricopa 
County Community Colleges would receive more than $539 million from property taxes and that Pima 
County Community Colleges would receive more than $112 million from property taxes.28  The colleges also 
have several sources of funding for career and technical education as well as partnerships with private 
employers who subsidize industry trainings. Ultimately, tuiton is roughly 20 percent of the income stream 
for these public colleges. 

To reconcile the affordability and job training value of community colleges with default and drop out rates 
requires an approach more sophisticated than free tuition. While the state should ensure that colleges are 
appropriately funded, the data hints at a need for colleges and workforce experts to help students explore 
a more in-depth analysis of the affordability of training for high paying jobs that can outlive automation and 
artificial intelligence. In this way we can manage costs at the public universities, avoid debt while maintain-
ing personal investment in education, and  provide students the income needed for their tuition ROI. This 
would occur while developing the workforce that drives prosperity for states. 
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MONETIZING THE 
ROI OF A SUBSIDY PROPOSAL

POLICYREVIEW College Tuition Subsidy Proposals
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1. The support of the concept of tuition subsidies appears to be a response to a national trend 
of students graduating with historically higher levels of debt. However, this is not solely 
based on tuition costs being too high. The debt levels were significantly impacted by the 
Great Recession. This negatively affected employment and incomes which resulted in above 
average amounts of debt being incurred. A costly change in tuition assistance going forward 
will neither address the debt issues from the last decade nor non-tuition costs. 

In Arizona, debt per student is well below the national average and students across the 
state’s three public universities default on student debt at a much lower percentage than 
the national average.

The analysis of college tuition needs to focus on “effective costs” (i.e. nominal cost less gift 
aid that does not need to be repaid). When student aid is factored in, the effective cost of 
tuition at Arizona’s public universities has been modest. For the entire Arizona university 
system, full-time resident students paid, on average, $4,054 in effective tuition.30 This is 
less than half of full tuition. 

The refinement of higher education programs and workforce support likely has increased 
the value of the higher education product as a whole. However, additional analysis will be 
required for full validation. This would include a preview of economic development compet-
itiveness and the extent Arizona graduates are filling the high paying jobs.

Arizona ranks 37th overall in the country for state-funded financial aid and 40th for state 
fiscal support of higher education as a percentage of total state expenditures.31 While the 
management of the broader system has been efficient to date, the lower levels of local sup-
port could place upward pressure on student debt moving forward. When monies are being 
used for debt payments, less current spending within the broader economy occurs and eco-
nomic growth is dampened. However, this is a prospective problem that can be managed 
with less drastic fiscal measures than full tuition subsidies.

Summary of Findings

Our economic analysis of tuition subsidy programs yielded a number of findings:



Interviews with economic development professionals and site selectors confirmed that 
local tuition costs have yet to be a reported factor in business expansion or relocation proj-
ects in the state. However, higher education quality arises in the majority of discussions. 
This further supports the idea of examining effective costs and value as opposed to just 
nominal tuition rates. This does not eliminate the possibility of tuition costs being of greater 
economic importance going forward. The policy debate about future tuition levels still has 
merit.   

The various tuition subsidy proposals across the country do not appear to be based on 
reasonable levels of economic analysis. Significant costs will be realized in many scenarios 
and the proposals are also lacking details regarding implementation, sustainability, and 
accountability. Complex taxing schemes to pay for the programs will have high administra-
tive costs and low rates of tax code compliance. Formally tracking student movement after 
graduation for financial aid reimbursement purposes can be done based on employment 
records, but some privacy issues may arise.

Economic impact analysis provides perspective into the extent such programs might yield a 
positive ROI for Arizona taxpayers. Tuition payments represented 21.7 percent of revenue 
in the community college budgets in FY2017, and 39.4 percent of the spending authority 
at the universities.32  If all (or a portion) of tuition payments are to be subsidized, the bene-
fits must translate into enough new economic activity and tax revenue to at least fiscally 
break-even. These break-even points should be a component of any new program design 
for both tuition amounts and design of loan and gift aid programs.  

Higher education is considered a form of intellectual infrastructure and the recommended 
break-even analysis period is 10 years. Based on economic impact modeling, each $100 
million in annual costs related to reducing college tuition would need to generate 22,000 
new high wage jobs by year ten to achieve break-even. Thus, approximately 2,200 jobs, 
would need to be added to the state’s economic base each year for each $100 million in 
new tuition subsidies. 

The ability to achieve a positive ROI on any economic development project is a function of 
the project being properly blended with other efforts. For example, a large-scale tuition 
subsidy program that is designed in isolation will not likely produce enough of a positive 
economic impact to cover the cost. Smaller-scale and targeted tuition programs, combined 
with efforts to advance workforce quality and the state’s overall level of competitiveness, 
will be more likely to return a positive ROI. 
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CONCLUSION

Larger scale college tuition subsidies that are 

not properly focused and analyzed are not 

recommended. Such a proposal would result in 

fiscal losses with limited economic benefits. 

The losses would be compounded by the fact 

that there will be opportunity costs for the 

use of the limited financial resources. The 

concept of college affordability is valid to 

study, but new programs focus on achieving a 

goal and integrated into other related 

efforts.
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Economic Impact Model Methodology

The economic effects occurring as a direct consequence from the initial activity create additional activity in 
the regional economy. This relationship is known as the “multiplier” effect. The basis for multiplier effects is 
the interdependencies between industries, how one industry impacts other sectors, and the cycle of spend-
ing and responding within the regional economy. 

An input-output model is used to generate these multipliers. These multipliers quantify relationships among 
industries and estimate the extent that the area being analyzed can capture sales, earnings, and job impacts 
within the region.  

Input-output models measure impacts based on their source. Direct effects are the result of the initial activ-
ity being analyzed. The multiplier effects, or secondary effects, are measured as either indirect or induced. 
These are defined as:

Output captures the broader level of economic activity, or the total value of goods and services 
produced, in the region similar to how statistics like GDP capture economic volume in individual 
states and across the country.

Earnings, a component of output, represents income to employees. The earnings component is used 
to measure the total change in income throughout the economy due to the economic or business 
activity. 

Employment is the total net new jobs created in the economy on an annualized basis. 

An economic impact model provides a quantifiable method to estimate the economic activity of a particular 
project, policy, business, development or activity in a given area. Impacts can be used to measure existing 
activity, and measure potential expansions/contractions of an area’s economy resulting from changes in 
economic activity. Typically, the level of economic effects resulting from the activity are estimated in terms 
of output, earnings and employment. These are defined as: 

ECONOMIC 
IMPACT MODELING

APPENDIX B
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Fiscal Impact Model Methodology

ject to these taxes include retail and restaurant sales, hotel lodging, leases, and construction, to name a few. 

Fiscal impacts are categorized similar to economic impact studies and are broken down at the direct, indirect 
and induced levels in which they are created. These revenues are expressed as either primary or secondary 
based on their source. In general, primary revenues can be estimated by definable sources such as sales 
taxes calculated by construction expenditures or sales taxes from on-site retail sales; whereas secondary 
revenues are generated by the wages, residency and spending of those direct, indirect and induced employ-
ees who are supported by the business or economic activity.   

The RCG custom fiscal impact models employ this methodology. Fiscal impacts are based on estimates and 
assumptions developed in connection to each project or activity being analyzed.  As a result, impacts are 
based on current available information and tax structures.  Such information is subject to uncertainty and 
variation. Therefore, actual results may vary, and some impacts may not materialize due to unanticipated 
events and changing circumstances. However, extensive efforts are taken to confirm accuracy.  

Fiscal impact models provide estimates for the government revenues that are generated by a particular proj-
ect, policy, business, development or activity in a given area. Impacts can be used to estimate tax revenue 
impacts, for return on investment evaluations, and for cost-benefit calculations, among others. A model was 
designed to produce revenue information for the State of Arizona and convert public investments into 
breakeven thresholds.   

Typically, fiscal impacts examine revenues that are likely to result from a proposed project or activity, and 
are determined by the study area’s tax structure. In general, the types of government taxes analyzed 
include: sales taxes, excise taxes, hotel taxes, income taxes, and property taxes. The type of activities sub-

A commonly used input-output model used to generate economic multipliers is IMPLAN (short for “impact 
analysis for planning). Originally developed by the United States Forest Service in the 1970’s, the responsi-
bility for developing IMPLAN data sets shifted to the University of Minnesota as demand grew for regional 
models. Now, IMPLAN runs as its own private organization and is the leading provider of nationwide eco-
nomic impact data and analytical software.  

The ounds Consulting Group (RCG) custom economic impact models employ this input-output model meth-
odology and use area specific IMPLAN multipliers. While economic modeling can provide reliable indications 
of potential impacts, actual outcomes may vary. Economic models cannot capture all external factors, unan-
ticipated events or changing environments; however, these complex factors are considered and extensive 
efforts to confirm accuracy and timeliness of information are taken for each analysis. 

Direct effects, or impacts, measure business activity at an individual site or the initial change in the 
economy attributed to the development under consideration. For example, if a manufacturing facility 
is under construction this would include the workers that construct the facility and the manufactur-
ing employees that later occupy the building on a regular basis.  

Indirect impacts capture additional output, earnings, and employment changes generated as a result 
of increased demand in the industries which supply services or products to the direct business or 
development under consideration. For example, when the direct manufacturing facility purchases 
goods for the production of its products, the supplier must respond to the increased demand by 
hiring new employees to support its operations.  

Induced impacts capture additional output, earnings, and employment changes generated as a result 
of increased spending in the local economy made by the households of both the direct and indirect 
employees. These induced companies respond by hiring, increasing payroll hours, and increasing 
wages. For example, the additional wages received by the direct manufacturing employees and the 
indirect supplier employees induce spending at grocery stores, gas stations, clothing stores, etc.  
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based on current available information and tax structures.  Such information is subject to uncertainty and 
variation. Therefore, actual results may vary, and some impacts may not materialize due to unanticipated 
events and changing circumstances. However, extensive efforts are taken to confirm accuracy.  

Fiscal impact models provide estimates for the government revenues that are generated by a particular proj-
ect, policy, business, development or activity in a given area. Impacts can be used to estimate tax revenue 
impacts, for return on investment evaluations, and for cost-benefit calculations, among others. A model was 
designed to produce revenue information for the State of Arizona and convert public investments into 
breakeven thresholds.   

Typically, fiscal impacts examine revenues that are likely to result from a proposed project or activity, and 
are determined by the study area’s tax structure. In general, the types of government taxes analyzed 
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